A method is presented for determining the population A ~ol ' the alignment factors A!~ and A !4~ , and the orientation factors A!~ and A!3~ for a ground state distribution of diatomic (symmetric top) molecules probed by elliptically polarized two-photon nonresonant excitation. General expressions are developed for the 0, P, Q, R, and S branch transitions as a function of the rotational quantum number, J. This treatment assumes that the resonant state reached by the two-photon transition is subsequently detected independent of its orientation and alignment. This can be achieved by 2 + n multiphoton ionization in which the ionization steps are saturated, or by 2 + 1 laser induced fluorescence in which the fluorescence is collected independent of its polarization and spatial anisotropy. For the case where elliptically polarized light is created by passing linearly polarized light through a quarter-wave plate, the alignment and orientation moments can be independently determined using a single experimental excitation-detection geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the theory required to determine the orientation of an ensemble of molecules using two-photon nonresonant excitation. By orientation we mean the net helicity of the angular momentum vector, J. In the IJM) representation, orientation implies that there are unequal probabilities that the molecule is in sublevel M as opposed to sublevel M. This paper treats the most general case: detection of population, alignment, and orientation by elliptically polarized light which has been prepared using a variable phase shift wave plate propagating along any spatial direction. By varying the ellipticity one can determine, in principle, the 25 A ~1 for k<4. Elliptically polarized light is of great experimental utility because it permits the determination of several orientation moments using a single experimental geometry. In contrast, with circularly and linearly polarized light one must employ several experimental geometries in order to extract multiple orientation moments. There are three important geometries for using elliptically polarized light in conjunction with two-photon nonresonant excitation: light which has been prepared with half-and quarter-wave plates which is propagating along either the x, y, or z laboratory axes. We will present the specific formulas for these three cases as well as a completely general formula. This paper is a direct extension of our previous work I (hereafter denoted as KSZ) for determining the population and alignment of the ground state by two-photon nonresonant excitation with linearly polarized light.
Much work has addressed the extraction of the population and alignment of the ground state distribution using linearly polarized light in conjunction with laser induced fluorescence (LIF) be determined using two-photon absorption, 2 + n MPI, but they only give explicit formulas for I::J = ± 2 transitions. In their papers, McCaffery and co-workers restrict themselves to linearly and circularly polarized light and to determining only the A!1 with q = O. Case, McClelland, and Herschbach 6 have derived a very general formalism for 1 + 1 LIF which allows, in principle, the determination of any of the A !1 ; however, their paper also considers only linearly and circularly polarized light. Several experiments have exploited the permanent dipole of CX 3 Y or AB to orient the angular momentum of these molecules. These oriented molecules were subsequently reacted with an atom beam,1-10 scattered off a molecular beam, II or photodissociated. 12 The reactivities into all product internal states were studied as a function of the reagent orientation; none of these experiments directly measured molecular orientation by a laser technique.
Atomic orientation has been observed in many beamfoil experiments (see Ref. 3 and references cited therein). In these experiments a high energy ion beam is aimed at a tilted metal foil. The metal atoms recoiling off the foil are both oriented and electronically excited and hence produce elliptically polarized emission.
The experiments most relevant to this paper have been done by McCaffery and co-workers and by ourselves. Jeyes et al. 2 used circularly polarized light to prepare single rovibronic states of Jr with a known alignment and orientation. They allowed the Jr to collide with He and calculated the remaining orientation by measuring the circular polarization ratio from the emission of Jr. Jeyes, McCaffery, and Rowe13 did similar experiments on Li 2 • In each case they could measure only one orientation parameter, A ~IJ. , because their probe was a one-photon process.
In general, there may be many orientation parameters and measuring a circular polarization ratio (for example, the degree of circular polarization) either in absorption or emission does not provide sufficient information to determine multiple orientation moments. This paper presents formulas which allow data taken with elliptically polarized light to be analyzed so that several orientation moments can be determined. Recently, Sitz, Kummel, and Zare l4 have measured two orientation moments for N2 scattered off Ag ( 111 ). They used 2 + 2 multiphoton ionization to detect the N2 and the results presented in this paper to analyze the data.
This paper is a companion to KSZ, and hence we assume that the reader is already familiar with the equations in that paper. I The only equations we will derive are those that differ from the ones in our previous paper. Section II presents the general equations needed to convert raw data taken with elliptically polarized light into moments of the ground state distribution. This section also contains the simple formulas that are applicable for three special cases: light propagating parallel or antiparallel to the x, y, or z axes. These results are summarized in Tables I-IX , and the derivations are given in the Appendix. In Sec. III we calculate the line strength factors and demonstrate how to extract the polarization moments from experiments for the three special cases for a sample molecule. In Sec. IV we discuss the meaning of the higher order orientation moments. In Sec. V we consider the effects of using a variable wave plate or incoherent light upon the two-photon absorption process. In Sec. VI we derive the two-photon absorption probability for specific IJM) states in order to gain insight into the two-photon absorption process using elliptically polarized light.
II. ABSORPTION PROBABILITY FOR ELLIPTICALLY POLARIZED LIGHT
We can readily adapt the generalized equations from KSZ by expressing the expansion of the absorption intensity in terms of the sum over all ranks and components of the moments of the line strength P ~~ and the moments of the ground state distributions A ~~. In addition, we must include in the equation for P ~~ the sum over all ranks of the squares of the first and second photons absorbed, kd and k a . Hence the intensity of a two-photon resonant absorption from ground state Jj,A I to the virtual state J e ,Ae and then to the resonant final state Jf,Af is as follows: (J,) L (-l) k€~~ (kd,ka;fllab) kd.k.
( 2) where k = 0,1,2,3,4, q = 0,1,2,3,4, but q<.k and kd = 0,1,2 and ka = 0,1,2. As with linearly polarized light, Je,A" and J ;,A; are subject to the usual dipole selection rules with respect to JoA; and Jf 'Af' As indicated by the brackets around the ranks of the tensors I in Eqs. (1) and (2), we are employing the HertelStoll 15 normalization for the spherical tensor operators. This is of great utility when determining moments of the ground state distribution with nonzero components since all A ~~ are real in the Hertel-Stoll normalization but complex in the standard normalization. As explained in the Appendix, this renormalization reduces the number of detectable moments because sometimes we can detect only the real or imaginary part of a complex A ~.
In Eqs.
(1) and (2) most of the terms have the same definitions as in KSZ: the detection-sensitivity constant C( det); the population n (J I ), the moments of the ground state distributions A ~~ , the moments of the line strength p ~~ , the reduced matrix elements of the spherical tensor angular momentum operators b k (J i ) , the hyperfine and spin depolarization gk (Jj) and i«N,), the reduced matrix elements of the dipole moment operator S(JpA;,J e ,Ae,J;A;,Jf,Af) ' and the angular momentum coupling terms h (kd,ka,k,Ji,Je,J;,Jf) ' Since KSZ did not deal with the odd moments of the ground state distribution, we need to evaluate the normalization constants for k = 1,3. In addition we need to calculate both A~~ and b k(J j ) for k = 1,3 and all q. The only term whose definition is changed by the light being elliptically polarized is the geometric factor €~~ (kd,ka;fllab) ' In order to determine the polarization parameters A ~~ in Eq. ( 1), we measure the absorption intensity as a function of the laser polarization. The line strengths P ~~ can be calculated, but the detection sensitivity constant C( det) and the rotational populations n (J i ) must also be measured in order to determine the A ~~ . Often, it is impossible to measure C(det) and n(J j ), and hence only the unreduced polarization moments can be determined from Eq. (1). The unreduced moments a~~ are equal to the more familiar A ~~ multiplied by a~o:. :
Tables I and II summarize the relevant equations taken from KSZ along with the general equation Jor €t~ (kd,ka;fllab)' Table III contains the equations for €q~ (kd,ka;filab) specific to the three special system geometries. Table IV contains the normalization constants for TABLE I . The two-photon transition probability for noncoincident lab and detector frames where the detection geometry is general. €~~ (kd,ka;!l'ab) k;:t.., Ai,J .. A.,J;,A;,Jf,Af)h(kd,ka,k,Ji,J .. J;,Jf) wherek=0,1,2,3,4;q=O,1,2,3,4butq<k ; kd 0,1,2; k a =O,l,2
A, A2 A2 -A,
X 1 standard geometry (x d , Yd,Zd) (¢,(J,x) , rotate the laboratory frame (x, y,z) into the detector frame where the Xd axis is the major axis of the wave plate, the Y d axis is the minor axis of the wave plate, and the Zd axis is pointing along the laser beam propagation direction. For this geometry,
XRe[ E~k)(kd,ka;!llab n, q>O,
and
Here, e(l) is the electric field vector of the photons. The electric field vector cross products E ~ are just trigonometric functions of 5, the phase shift, and p, the angle between the major axis of the wave plate and the direction oflinear polarization of the incident light. For this general geometry, the E ~ are identical to those for case I as listed in Table III . Equation (9) is very tedious to evaluate: it contains two summations including a summation over reduced matrix elements. In order to simplify Eq. (9) and gain some insight into the geometric factor, we need to restrict our geometry J; = Rotational quantum number of the "initial"/ground state apart from nuclear spin J, = Rotational quantum number of the "excited"/virtual state apart from nuclear spin J f = Rotational quantum number of the "final"/resonant state apart from nuclear spin A; = Orbital angular momentum quantum number of the initial state A, = Orbital angular momentum quantum number of the excited/virtual state Af = Orbital angular momentum quantum number of the final state ka = The rank for the square of the first photon kd = The rank for the square of the second photon k = The rank for the ground state distribution q = The component for the ground state distribution n = Angles describing the geometry of the laser beam with respect to the coordinate system for the moments of the ground state distribution fjJ,e,x = Euler angles which rotate the lab into the detector frame 8 = The vector along which the laser light is linearly polarized before passing through the quarter-wave plate f3 = Angle between the laser polarization vector and the major axis of the quarter-wave plate !J. = Angle between the major axis of the quarter-wave plate and one of the three lab axes 5 = The phase shift between the Xd and Y d components of the electric field vector of the light. 5 is determined by a variable phase shift wave plate. For a quarter-wave plate,s = rr/2 F; = Total angular momentum quantum number of the ground state including nuclear spin I = Nuclear spin quantum number S = Electronic spin quantum number N; = Total angular momentum quantum number apart from spin for Hund's case (b) molecules
The standard geometry as defined by Fano (Ref. 16) . The linearly polarized light produced by the laser has its electric field vector rotated by a halfwave plate. The variable phase shift wave plate elliptically polarizes the light; the angle between the polarization vector of the rotated linearly polarized light and the major axis of the wave plate determines the ellipticity of the light. The axes of the wave plate and the propagation direction of the light define the detector reference frame relative to the lab reference frame.
by having the laser propagate parallel or antiparallel to the x, y, or z axes. The laboratory axes are usually assigned so that the z axis is the axis of cylindrical or near-cylindrical symmetry since this minimizes the magnitude of the A ~~ with q¥:O. If the molecular ensemble being probed has orientation along only one direction, this direction is labeled as either the x, y, or z axis in order to minimize the number of nonzero A ~~ with k = 1 or 3.
B. Case I: Propagation along the -z axis
This geometry is similar to the coaxially probed geometry described by Greene Fig. 2 (a) ]. Since we are free to choose {3 and /:1, we are free to change the ellipticity and the direction in the x-y plane of the major axis of the ellipsoid of polarization. Then for case I geometry two of the Euler angles are fixed (X = (J = 0) and the third is equivalent to -/:1. Consequently, for case I geometry, E~k)(kd,ka;nlab )
This equation is much more convenient than the general equation, Eq. (9) 
The electric field vector cross products E; for light prepared with a quarter-wave plate
The electric field vector cross products E ~ for light/prepared with a variable wave plate a E;
(cos 2/3 ± i sin 2/3 cos 5)/2 This geometry is similar to the mutually orthogonal geometry described by OZ. The light is propagating along the laboratory -x axis, and the major axis of the wave plate I may lie anywhere in the laboratory y-z plane. Here we define Z as being parallel to the major axis of the wave plate. For c~se II, P is the angle between B and the Zd axis, and a is the angle between Z and Zd [see Fig. 2 (b) ]. For case II geometry,
The E~ used in Eq. (12) are different from those for Eqs. (9) and (11), and are specific to case II geometry and are given in Table III . For the case where the major axis of the wave plate lies along z, a = 0, the reduced rotation matrix d ~',q in Eq. (12) equals Oq', q' and Eq. (12) is significantly easier to evaluate than Eq. (9).
D. Case III: Propagation along the yaxis
This geometry is identical to that used by KSZ. The light is propagating along the laboratory y axis, and the ma- 
"J ' ;)1 and (J ± )4 in Table VI Table I ofCMH. The correct values are:
To generate the J~~ we employed Table I of CMH (with the aforementioned corrections) except for the tensors with q = 0 for which we employed Table VI ofKSZ. The CMH formulas were used because they are in a form which can be directly converted into the real-tensor operators while the KSZ formulas were employed for q = 0 since they express these spherical tensors as functions of Jz alone.
jor axis of the wave plate may lie anywhere in laboratory the x-z plane. For case III, the Zd is defined as being para.!!el to the major axis of the wave plate, Pis the angle between Band Zd' and 11 is defined as the angle between Z and Zd [see 
q -m -q
The E ~ used in Eq. (13) are specific to case III geometry and are given in Table III . Equation (13) is especially convenient when the major axis of the wave plate lies along Z (8,t,6) I), wherec(k) and v(k) are given in Table   IV and Y~~ (8,t,6) are the spherical harmonics describing the angular momentum vector in the Hertel-Stoll normalization [see Eqs. (54)- (56), Table VI ofKSZ theA ~1 and A ~k) are correct for q = 0 and q = k; the other formulas are only correct in the high J limit because the conversion formula to the Hertel-Stoll normalization was incorrectly applied. The list of A ~~ given here supersedes the one given in KSZ and the corrections to the list of
can be generated as follows:
because this makes the reduced rotation matrix d ~,q (11 = 0) in Eq. (13) equalto 15q ',q' This concludes the presentation of the equations needed to determine the two-photon absorption probability for elliptically polarized light. Now we proceed to illustrate the application of these formulas to a specific system.
III. AN EXAMPLE
In this section we calculate the moments of the line strength for a specific case, the N2 a Ing_X l~g+ transition excited by elliptically polarized light which has been prepared with quarter and half-wave plates. Equations and optimal geometries are described for determining the octupole orientation moments A ~~, even when these are much smaller than the dipole orientation moments A ~~ . We also list all the moments that can be measured using each of our three special geometries. Though it may seem repetitious to give explicit equations for all. three geometries, it is important for the experimentalist to know the relative magnitudes .Q.l8Q.
• If a geometry is sensitive to a particular moment, it is indicated by either a check or an angle. The angles (in degrees) indicate the magic angles of a for the indicated geometry and moment. The underlined magic angles are only valid for linearly polarized light, {3 = o.
of the line strengths in the three geometries. This information will help determine the optimal geometry to employ when measuring a particular set of polarization moments. Magic angles normally refer to particular sets of Euler angles which force one or more of the moments of the line strength P ~1 to vanish. First, in each of our geometries, regardless of the value of a, two of the Euler angles are fixed.
This alone causes many of the P ~1 to vanish. The A ~~ corresponding to the nonvanishing p<;,} are listed in Table  VII . Second, for each of our three cases there are several values of a which force additional P ~1 to vanish; these angles are listed inTable VII. Third, there are at least three values of,B which cause some of the P ~1 to vanish; when the light is linearly polarized (,B = 0 or ± tr 12), all the orientation line strengths, P ~1 with k = 1 or 3, vanish. Hence, if one wishes to determine the alignment in a system possessing both alignment and orientation, one first employs linearly polarized light (,B = 0), and records I vs a to determine the alignment. Then, one uses elliptically polarized light to determine the orientation moments.
A. Calculated line strengths for case I geometry
In Fig. 3 , we have plotted p~1 vs J j , the rotational quantum number, for,B = tr/8 and a = 22.5". We have only plotted the curves for q = 0 because the shapes of the curves are identical for all p~1 having the same k. Replotting at a different set of angles (,B,a) would not change the shapes of any of the curves but would mUltiply all the values by a constant. Since the shapes are invariant with respect to all the Euler angles, the curves for P ~1 vs J j for case I, case II, and case III geometries are identical, except for a scaling constant. ( J, ) . These expressions employ the GZ normalization. Case I geometry
where Case II geometry
Case III geometry
• Table VIII of KSZ is in error because the equations do not contain the R (k,q,k ',q' ,J"J I ) terms.
Because the laser is propagating along the -z axis, the measurement is sensitive only to orientation along the z axis and alignment with respect to the x or y axes. Consequently, case I geometry is insensitive to the expectation values of
where n is an odd number, and it follows that this geometry is insensitive to all alignment moments with odd components (see Table VII ).
In Fig. 4 , we have plotted P ~1 vs /3, the ellipticity angle, how the line strengths vary as the quarter-wave and the halfwave plates are simultaneously rotated. By changing A, we change the angle the major axis of the polarization ellipsoid makes with the x axis; hence, we vary the line strenths of the polarization moments which measure a projection of J onto the plane of polarization of our light, the x-y plane. By the same reasoning, we expect that the sensitivity to the expectation values of (J z )" to be independent of A. Hence, the line strengths for q = 0 are invariant with respect to A because J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 88, No. 11,1 June 1988 the corresponding A akl only depend on the expectation values of (Jz ) n; these line strengths are not plotted in Fig. 5 , but rather they are given in the figure caption. For q = 2 or 4, the P ~~ are symmetric about Il. = 90· and the P ~~ are asymmetric about Il. = 90° and identically equal to zero at Il. = 90°. The shapes of the curves depend only on the component of P {~ or P ~~ and not on the rank; the shapes ofthe curves of pI 2 l and pi4J. are identical as are the shapes for p{2} and p{4} .
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B. Exploiting the magic angles for case I
If we have a system which has no alignment moments greater than quadrupole, (for example a J = 3/2 system),
we can measure two unreduced moments, a~21 and a~22 , using linearly polarized light, three magic angles, and just one rotational branch:
where
In order to independently determine the remaining moments aaol and aa 2 l , we need only compare the intensities of two rotational branches at one magic angle, Il. = 0°; preferably the rotational branches will be a pair with very different P a 2 1 ' for example 0 and R but not 0 and S: (20) where
(21) and the subscripts ',/1" and ',/2" on theJ[n are used to differentiate between the different rotational branches. In the above equations l' (J[n) are the intensities after the contributions from the a~~ moment have been removed. In Eqs. (11)- (21) all the line strengths are evaluated for /3 = 0° and Il. = 0" and for a single J j • If we are examining a system with case I geometry which has no orientation moments greater than dipole, then we are only able to detect one orientation, a~ll . To determine this orientation we only need to compare the absorption of left and right circularly polarized light for one rotational branch:
If a system possesses both dipole and quadrupole moments but no octupole nor hexadecapole moments, one can still utilize Eqs. (14-22). However, if the system has higher order moments of polarization, a linear least-squares technique must be used.
C. Detection of alignment and orientation for a system with cylindrical symmetry and case I geometry these moments, we must analyze data from an experiment which records 1 vs /3 since the moments are insensitive to a change in Il.:
In Eq. (23a) the arguments of the intensity and line strength include a J[n to indicate the rotational branch being probed, and "n max " equals" m." It is important to use at least two rotational branches in order to distinguish between A ~ 11 and A ~31 : the shapes of the plots of Pall vs /3 and P ~31 vs /3 are very similar for each rotational branch, but the relative magnitudes of these line strengths vary with rotational branch (see Fig. 4 ). Equation (23a) Equation (23a) can be written in compact symbolic matrix notation:
Here a vector is indicated by an arrow, and the rectangular array is denoted by a bold letter with a tilde. The horizontal variables in the array are the ranks and components of the moments of the line strength while the vertical variables are the polarization angles and rotational branches. When describing an experiment to determine specific moments, we will employ this matrix notation. The shapes of the plots of P ~1 vs Jj for cases II and III, for {3 = 22.5" and I:. = 22.5" are identical to those for case I geometry (see Fig. 3 ), except for a scaling constant, so they have not been reproduced here. Similar to case I, the shapes of the curves are insensitive to both {3 and I:. and for a given k all the curves for P ~1 vs Jj have the same shape. The other figures of the calculated moments for case II geometry have been combined with those for case III geometry since they are identical except for a phase factor and the signs of the components. For case II geometry, the laser is propagating along the -x axis; hence, we are only able to detect orientation along the x axis and alignment with respect to either y or z axes.
Because of this restriction on detection of orientation, the line strengths for moments with k = 1,3 and q = 0 + , 1 2 + ,or 3 -are zero. In addition, because of the previously mentioned restriction on alignment detection, the line strengths for moments with k = 2,4 and q = 1 +, 2 3 + , or 4 -are also zero .
For case III geometry, the laser light is traveling along the y axis, and, consequently, we are only sensitive to orientation along the y axis and to alignment with respect to the x and z axes. This restriction on orientation sets all the moments of the line strengths to zero for k = 1 or 3 with q>O.
The aforementioned restrictions on the alignment set all the line strengths to zero for k = 2 or 4 and q < O.
In Fig. 6 , we have plotted P ~1 vs {3, the ellipticity angle, at I:. = 22.5" for J j = 20 for case II and III geometries. For even ranks, the values of p~1 are symmetric about {3 = 0·, and for odd ranks, the values of p~1 are asymmetric about {3 0° and identically equal to zero at {3 0°. For case II and III geometries, there are several magic angles of {3: at {3 ± 45· P f} (cases II and III), P P2 (cases II and III), pf4} (case II), pf~ (case III), P~~ (case II), and P~~ (casellI) are zero. For both cases II and III if/3 = 0", linearly polarized light, not only are all the orientation moments zero, but if I:. is also zero, all the alignment moments with nonzero components are zero. At {3 = 90·, all the orientation moments are zero, and if I:. is also zero, all the alignment moments with odd components are zero. Q.
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Kummel, Sitz, and Zare: Orientation of the ground state - 
where r= p~2I (a = O·,JII )/Pa 2 I (a = 0°,J/2)' (26) To determine the remaining moments, we need only measure the intensity of one rotational branch with linearly polarized light (f3 = 0°) at two magic angles:
In Eqs. (27)-( 30), l' (a) is the absorption intensity with the contributions from the a~ol and a~2I or aFI moments subtracted out. To determine the orientation, at a = 0°, we record the intensity of a single rotational line with left and right circularly polarized light:
This method measures all five moments with k<2 which can be detected with case II geometry. However, even if we make multiple measurements at the specified magic angles, we can only calculate standard deviations of the measured polarizations, not their r values; this is a result of fitting n polarization moments to n unique measurements (in general, n = number of rotational branches probed times the number of angles probed). The value of X2 indicates if the data is accurately modeled by the theory while the standard deviations only quantify the scatter in the data. Unfortunately, if X2 is not determined, one cannot test whether the twophoton absorption process conforms to the assumptions in this paper or any additional assumptions made by the experimentalist. In order to determine the r, one must fit an overdetermined data set to the theory using, for example, the least-squares techniques described in Secs. III, I-L. The determination of Xl can greatly increase the credibility of the measured polarization moments.
F. Detection of alignment and orientation for a system with cylindrical symmetry and case" geometry
If the ground state angular momentum distribution is symmetric about the z axis, there are only three moments which can be detected with case II geometry: A ~ol ' A ~21 ' and A ~4I . These moments are readily measured; for example, one can use two rotational branches and two magic angles:
(34)
Though a system with cylindrical symmetry about the z axis can have two orientation moments, P~IJ and p~3I ,
these cannot be measured with case II geometry. The advantage in using case II geometry to measure the alignment parameters is that for this geometry the P ~kl vary with a and have magic angles while with case I geometry the P ~kl are independent of a. The advantage of using case I geometry is that when studying a system with cylindrical symmetry, this geometry is sensitive to the orientation as well as the alignment.
G. Exploiting the magic angles for case III geometry
The magic angles in a for the p!~ are identical to those H. Detection of alignment and orientation for a system with cylindrical symmetry and case III geometry
Since the magic angles for moments with q = 0 are identical for case II and case III geometries, the case II equations which determine the alignment moments for a system possessing cylindrical symmetry about the z axis [see Eqs.
(42)-(45)] are equally valid for case III geometry.
I. Determination of the alignment for case I, II, and III geometries
If there are no restrictions on the polarization of the ground state, a detailed measurement for at least three rotational branches of I vs A with linearly polarized light {3 = O· must be performed. Three rotational branches are required f3 (radians) because the P~kJ. do not vary independently with A. For example, with case I geometry Paol , Pa 2 l ' and Pa~ are all independent of A. Experimentally, variation of A is equivalent to rotating the half-wave plate in the absence of the quarter-wave plate. From this data, the alignment moments can be determined using matrix inversion: 
In Eqs. (36), the sUbscripts on the angular momentum quantum numbers, J fn , and on the angles, An' indicate the measurement number. This does not imply that n max distinct angles need to be measured nor that the intensities from n max distinct rotational branches need to be recorded. Rather, in general, n max /3 angles would be employed, and at each angle the intensities from three rotational branches would be recorded. We need three independent measurements to differentiate the real polarization moments from the apparent moments (see Table IX) .
At first glance, it may appear impossible to extract meaningful values of the alignment parameters using Eqs. ( 36) because nine parameters are required to fit the data. Two factors may ameliorate this problem. First, if we have some knowledge about how the polarization on the ground state was created, we may be able to assume that several of the alignment and orientation parameters are approximately zero. Second, several of the a~'1 (including the aao~ for all three geometries) have line strengths which are independent of A, and hence they may be easy to extract from the data. This is very important because in order to calculate the reduced moments, A ~'1 (J j ), we must determine aao~ (J j ).
J. Determination of the apparent alignment polarization moments
Equations (36) require data from three rotational branches for a given J j ; often this may be difficult to obtain. If data are only available from one rotational branch, we cannot determine for a single excitation-detection geometry all the alignment moments, but we can determine the apparent moments which are linear combinations of the alignment moments: 
Equations (37a) and (38) seem to imply that the moments of the ground state are not independent. The A !' 2 and P ~1 are independent over all of space, but by varying 6., we are only probing a single plane of space. By restricting the polarization vector of our linearly polarized light to a single I plane, we cause the P ~1 to lose their strict independence. The expansion coefficients in Eq. (37a) are specific to each geometry and to P = 0·. The c( k ',q' ,k;q) are the projections of the parts of the P ~kl which depend on 6. onto the parts of theP~1 which depend on 6.. The R (k,q,k 'q', Jj,J/) are the projections of the parts of the P ~!'1 which are independent of 6. onto the parts of the P ~1 which are independent of 6.. These coefficients are derived in the Appendix and are presented in Table IX . Note, as explained in the Appendix, the A ~1 (app) are specific to each rotational branch.
It is very important to be aware that even though A a01 = 1, A 6°1 (app) is not necessarily unity. Since all the experimentally determined apparent moments have been normalized by A 6°1 (app), when comparing theoretically determined apparent moments (for example, from trajectory calculations) with experimentally determined apparent moments, the theoretically calculated moments should be divided by A a01 (app). This is also true for the population, n (Jj ) . C( det); in general, for a given excitation-detection geometry, the experimentalist cannot exactly determine the rotational populations, only A 6°1 (app) n(J j ) C(det).
K. Determination of the orientation for case I, II, and III geometries
To determine the orientation, we change the degree of ellipticity, p, while keeping the angle 6. between Xd and the major axis ofthe polarization ellipsoid fixed. Experimentally, the half-wave plate is rotated while the position of the quarter-wave plate is kept constant. The recorded intensities are fitted to all the line strengths: 
For case III:
(k,q) = (0,0 +), (1,1 -), (2,0 +), (3,1 -), (3,2 -), (3,3 -), (4,0 + ); Note that for an orientation measurement we directly determine all the orientation moments, but we only measure apparent alignment moments. The definitions of the apparent moments for an orientation measurement are different than those for an alignment measurement; consequently, we cannot use Table IX for orientation measurements; instead we must use Eq. (A23) to numerically calculate the expansion coefficient for the definitions of the apparent moments, In general it is advantageous to do orientation measurements at A = 0° since the line strengths of many of the moments are zero at this angle; this greatly simplifies the definitions of the apparent moments (see Figs. 5 and 7) . If we were to measure intensity versus ellipticity (l vs (3) for several values of "delta" (this rotates the direction of the major axis of elliptical polarization), then we could determine the real moments instead of the apparent moments.
In general, it is not necessary to record I vs f3 at several A since when performing orientation measurements we just want to determine the orientation moments, and they are only affected by the apparent moments through their normalization with respect to a~ol (app); see Eq. (37b).
Directly fitting data taken with elliptically polarized light to the alignment and orientation parameters allows the simultaneous determination ofthe a~~ and a~ol and hence the determination of the unreduced moments. Unfortunately the variation of the p{O} p{2} and p{4} with f3 are , 0+' q±' 9± similar; hence, it is difficult to determine the alignment moments or the popUlations using this method. To determine the alignment moments and the population, a measurement of I vs A at f3 = 0° should be performed.
It is most convenient to record the intensity at pairs of angles, + f3 and -f3; subtracting the two intensities gives us "delta intensity"
which is independent of the alignment since all the alignment moments have line strengths which are identical at ±f3:
where n = 0--+ nmax ' (k,q) = (1,0 +), (3,2 -) , (3,0 + ), (3,2 +) (case I),
L. Determination of the octupole orientation polarization moments
If only one rotational branch is being probed, it may be difficult to differentiate between the contributions from the different orientation moments. When there is a small amount of orientation, it would be particularly difficult to measure the octupole moments using Eqs. (40) since the contributions from the octupole moments may be masked by the contribution from the dipole moment. There is a better way to detect at least two of the octupole moments: for a fixed ellipticity f3, record Al of a single rotational line as a function of A, and calculate M(A) and ~P(A):
(case III).
Using these Eqs. (41 )- ( 43) 
(44a) where
and k and q are defined in Eqs. (4Oc )-( 4Oe). Equations ( 43 ) and (44a) will determine the orientation moments more accurately than Eqs. (40) since the former employ fewer fitting parameters. All these equations determine only the unreduced moments of the orientation; in order to determine the reduced moments, the population must be calculated using Eq. (19). Even when the population has not been determined, Eqs. (43) and (44) yield accurate ratios of the reduced moments since
IV. POLAR PLOTS OF THE PURE MOMENTS OF A DISTRIBUTION
We want to derive equations which will depict the shapes of the alignments and orientation moments in the high J i limit. This was already done in KSZ for the moments which can be detected with linearly polarized light and case III geometry. Unfortunately, the nomenclature used for this calculation in KSZ cannot be readily extended to include all the orientation and alignment moments so we will rederive the equation for the three-dimensional probability distribution, P (J,Mx,My,M z ) ' We will define the real moments A {k} as
The normalization constant, c(k), has been assigned by GZ for k 0,2, and 4, but we are free to choose the values for k 1,3. We will choose the values ofc(k)for k = 1,3 so that the A ~"1. equals the corresponding Legendre polynomial P k [cos(J./J)] in the high J limit. This formula will also work for the established values of c(k = 0) and c(k = 4), but will give a normalization constant for k = 2 which is only one-half the established value: 
where (48) The values of c(k) are listed in Table IV . In Eq. (46), the magnetic quantum numbers "M" refer to all the magnet-I ~Mx.M,..Mz P(J, M",My,Mz ) ic quantum numbers, M x ' My, M z which are the expectation values of the operators J x , J y ' and Jz. This does not imply that we can measure these quantities simultaneously, but rather that for an ensemble of molecules we can independently measure the expectation values of each magnetic quantum number (or the expectation values of multiples of the magnetic quantum numbers). For example, we could measure the spectrum of an ensemble first with a Stark field along the x axis, then with a Stark field along the y axis, and finally with a Stark field along the z axis. We denote the measured populations in these three experiments as P(J,M x ), P(J,M y ), and P(J,M z )' These are the probabilities of a molecule in rotational state Jbeing found in M x ' My, ' [Note in KSZl we refered to P (J,Mx,My,M z ) as P (J,Jx,Jy,J z ) ; this is a misnomer since the J x ' J y , and Jz are operators not expectation values. J A quantum mechanical or classical theoretical calculation can also predict these independent expectation values. To compare experimental results with theory, the polarization moments of a theoretical calculation can be computed with Eq. (46).
To calculate the three-dimensional probability distribution in terms of the real tensor operators, we first express A ~(J) in terms of P(J,Mx,My,M z ) using the complex tensor operators:
We solve Eq. (49a) for P (J,Mx,My,M z ) by multiplying both sides by ~k,q (2k + 1) (JM'IJ ~k) IJM ')/(J I IJ (k) I IJ)2 and noting that the sum of P(J, M",My,M z ) over all M",My,M z is the population n(J) oflevel J:
Application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem [see Eq. (5.4.1) of Edmonds 18 ] to both matrix elements on the right-hand side of Eq. (49b) and the orthonormality of the resulting 3 -jsymbols [see Eq. (3.7.7) of Edmonds 18] gives
In Eq. (49c), we have omitted the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers Ai for the sake of brevity. Using, Eq. (A49) ofKSZ, weconvertthetensorsinEq. (49) to the Hertel-Stoll normalization:
The sum over k ranges from 0 to 2J and q ranges from 0 to k. However, with two-photon excitation, we can only deteet k,,4 so we can never completely determine the IJM) distribution for J> 2. However, we can depict the angular momentum distribution if we ignore all moments that we cannot measure, or we can depict a distribution of any single moment.
In the high J limit the expectation values of the angular momentum spherical tensor operators are proportional to the spherical harmonics mUltiplied by normalization constants, c(k) and v(k), and the reduced matrix elements of the angular momentum spherical tensor operators, b(k): The v(k) are tabulated in Table IV . The Y~'t are the spherical harmonic functions in the Hertel-Stoll normalization. They are generated from the standard spherical harmonics using Eqs. (A6) and (A7).
The shapes of all the polarization moments in the high J limit (the spherical harmonics) for k<4 can be found in Figs. 7 and 8 ofKSZ and To determine if a given orientation can be detected for a particular laser propagation axis, this axis must be drawn to intersect the origin of an orientation moment. If the axis hits lobes of opposite sign on either side of the origin then that moment can be detected with elliptically polarized light propagating along the axis as drawn.
To determine if a given laser geometry can detect an alignment moment, the laser propagation axis is drawn through the origin of the alignment moment, and the electric field vector of the linearly polarized light is drawn perpendicular to this axis. If the net projection of the electric field vector on all the lobes of the alignment moments is nonzero when the alignment of this moment can be detected with the given detection geometry.
One last note: we can combine Eqs. (46) and (52) to arrive at a definition of the A ~'t in the high J limit:
. This definition could be useful when calculating the polarization moments for a given distribution, such as that produced from classical trajectory calculations.
V. TYPES OF ELLIPTICALLY POLARIZED LIGHT
The calculation of the line strengths has assumed that the light is monochromatic and coherent and that the elliptical polarization has been produced with a quarter-wave plate. The latter requirement is easy to fulfill, and we will explain why it is imperative to use a quarter-wave plate by calculating the line strengths for a variable shift wave plate, for example a one-fifth-wave plate. Most pulsed dye lasers do not produce a single-mode Fourier transform limited bandwidth output, and we will explain how this could only affect the absolute magnitUdes of the radial terms.
A. Variable phase shift wave plates
By "variable phase shift wave plate" we mean a device which creates a stable phase shift other than 17'/4; for example a nonquarter-wave plate or Soleil-Babinet compensator. To include the effect of a variable phase shift wave plate, we need to calculate the electric field vector cross products, E ;, under the assumption that the wave plate induces a relative phase shift of 5 between the components of the electric field vector of the light lying along the major and minor axes of the wave plate. This has been done in the Appendix, and the results are tabulated in Table III . . . moments are no longer symmetric about f3 = 0·. For example, in Fig. 9 , p~21 is 50% larger at f3 = + 45· than at f3= -45·.
Since we can calculate the line strengths for any given phase shift,s, we can analyze data taken with a variable phase shift device. However, if we are not using a quarterwave plate, 5 =190·, then AI = I( + (3) -I( -(3) is no longer just a function of the orientation moments. This is very important experimentally because if a "bad" quarter-wave plate is used to measure nonzero values of AI, the system may only possess alignment even though one might conclude orientation is present.
B. Effects of Incoherence
In this calculation we have assumed that "pure elliptically polarized light" (PEPL) is employed for the multiphoton absorption. By PEPL we mean light that has been created by passing a laser pulse of Fourier-transform limited bandwidth, single longitudinal mode light through quarterand half-wave plates. This light is special because it is coherent both in the near and far fields.
If a laser pulse contains more than one mode, the modes can interfere and raise or lower the observed intensity from a multiphoton absorption. If the bandwidth of the laser is I greater than the Fourier-transform limit then, in the far field, the red side of the laser pulse will be out of phase with the blue side of the laser pulse. This can result in interference effects which change the observed intensity from a multiphoton process.
Having laser light which is not PEPL does not matter so long as the laser pulses do not have stable, repeatable internal coherences. First, the phase relationships between the various modes in the laser pulse should be random when averaged over many laser shots. Second, if each mode is much wider than the Fourier-transform limit, the multiphoton process should occur in the far field where the phase relationship between the red and blue sides of the bandwidth is random when averaged over many laser shots.
In sum, in order to use these equations, we must either employ PEPL or pulsed laser light which then averaged over many laser shots behaves as PEPL but with a different efficiency for multiphoton absorption.
VI. ABSORPTION PROBABILITIES FOR SPECIFIC IJ,M,)
STATES
We can understand why the Sand R rotational branches have dipole line strengths of opposite sign to the 0 and P rotational branches by calculating the absorption probabilities for single IJjMj) states, I(Jj,Mj). The equation for I(Jj>Mj) along with some physical insight allows us to deduce the direction of rotation for a molecule whose S branch transition is enhanced by circularly polarized light.
To calculate I(Jj>Mj) we sum the transition amplitUdes over all possible J e and Ae but with a fixed M j. Since we will be using circularly or linearly polarized light, Me ,Mr are also fixed: (Jr,Mr,ArIWEIJe,Me,Ae,Ye) Je'A~re ~~Jr (59) and the total radial parts of the transition R ~t-are defined in Eqs. (A24b) and (A24c) Note that Eq. (A24a) of KSZ is missing the sum over the positions of the electrons. The correct expression is given in Eqs. (10) and (11) of Dixit and McKoy, 19 and we refer the reader to this paper for further discussions on the calculation of the radial terms. However, this oversight in Eqs. (A24a) of KSZ is of no significance when trying to determine rotational populations and polarizations. . / '. M j = 9 because left circularly polarized light causes !l.M = -2. Similarly for right circularly polarized light
and Imax is located at M j = -9.
For the S branch the exact opposite trends are seen [see Imax occurs at M j = -9, and for right circularly polarized light (u = + 1), Imax occurs at M; = 9. Hence, if we observe an enhancement of the S branch relative to the 0 branch for a sample irradiated by circularly polarized light, the molecules are rotating in the same direction as the photons. To figure out which direction the molecules are rotating, one must determine the direction of rotation of the light. This may be done using a single Fresnel rhomb.
20
Hecht and Zajac 20 define right circularly polarized light as that which has a clockwise rotation when the observer is looking down the laser propagation axis, looking in the same direction as the laser beam is propagating. However, we associate positive M j states with clockwise rotation for an observed looking down the Zlab axis. For case I geometry, the light is propagating along the -Z axis and the p~l~ line strength for the S branch is positive for {3 = -45°; hence since A ~1~ = <IJJJI), {3 = -45° must be associated with right-handed circularly polarized light. For case II, we are propagating along the -x direction so once again {3 = -45° corresponds to right circularly polarized light.
For case III, the light is propagating along the + y axis so {3 = + 45° corresponds to right circularly polarized light.
Remember, the sense of rotation of the light is for an observer looking down the laser propagation axis while the direction of rotation for Jx,J y ' e l
The specific cross products for k = 0,1,2 are given in Table  X . We note that to calculate the moments of e*, you merely replace ex, e y , and e z by their complex conjugates in the equations for the e~ but leave the signs on "i" untouched. For example, e ·11 = (e*) 1+ I = ( -1/-/2) (e~ + ie;).
To transform Eq. (AI) to the detector reference frame we employ Eq. (4.8) of Brink and Satchler. 21 We follow the GZ and KSZ conventions [see Eq. (A3) ofGZ and (A43) of KSZ] of designating the Euler angles (4), (},X) as rotating the lab into the detector frame. Since the photons are identical, we can rotate the geometric factor directly instead of rotating the E ~ individually as was done by GZ; this direct rotation greatly reduces the computational complexity: 
Finally, we must convert to the Hertel-Stoll lS normalization because the geometric factor will, in general, be complex when detecting orientation moments with elliptically polarized light. In the Hertel-Stoll normalization the geometric factor is always real. Another benefit of this renormalization is a reduction in the number of detectable moments. For example, if J x has a nonzero expectation value, this would normally result in two nonzero dipole moments, A <':')1 and A ~L but in the Hertel-Stoll lS normalization it would result in only one nonzero dipole moment, A PI (see TableVI) . We can use Eqs. (A49a) -(A49c) ofKSZalong with Table V of this paper to arrive at a more straightforward transformation to the Hertel-Stoll lS normalization:
T~kJ-=(-1)q(2-oq,o)I/2Re(T~k», q>O (A6) and
We note that Eqs. (A6) and (A7) as well as Eqs. (A49a)-(A49c) of KSZ and Eqs. (13) and (14) q>O.
We note that Eqs. (A6) and (A7) have been used along with the equations given in the footnotes in Table V 
There is one special case: a quarter-wave plate, ({j = 17'/2):
Hence, for case I geometry ex = cos p, e y = exp(i{j)sin p,
These equations are used to evaluate the cross products in Table X and to produce the E ~ for case I geometry in Table III . We can then use Eq. (A5) and a set of Euler angles to relate the detection frame to any lab frame. However, if we restrict ourselves to case I geometry, we can greatly simplify Eq. (A5) since case I geometry fixes two of the Euler angles. In case I geometry the laser is propagating along the -Z direction and the XrY d plane is parallel to the X-Y plane.
Consequently, two of the Euler angles are zero: X = 0 and (J = O. In Fig. 2(a) we have defined 6. to be a clockwise rotation about Z while the Euler angle </J causes a counterclockwise rotation about z. Consequently, we define </J = -6.. Substituting these Euler angles into Eq. (A5), we get:
We can directly use the general equation for the geometric factor and the E ~ for case I geometry along with the Euler angles (0,17'/2,17' -6.) to evaluate the case II geometric factor. Alternately, we can directly label the major axis of the wave plate as Zd and the minor axis as -Y d and calculate a new set of E ~ specific to case II geometry. For case II geometry, e z = cos p, e y = -exp (i{j) sin p, and ex = O. If the major axis of the wave plate is kept fixed along z, (6. = 0), then all the Euler angles are zero. In general, we must allow the wave plate to rotate in the y-z plane. Designating 6. as a clockwise rotation, the Euler angles are (</J = 17'/2, (J = 6., X = -17'/2). Substituting the Euler angles into Eq. (A9) and E~ for case II geometry (see Table  III ), we get a simplified equation:
c. Case III geometry
We can directly use the general equation for the geometric factor and the E ~ for case I geometry along with the Euler angles ( -17'/2,17'/2,17' -6.) to evaluate the case III geometry factor. Alternately, we can directly label the major axis of the wave plate as Zd and the minor axis as -Xd and calculate a new set of E~ specific to case III geometry. For case III geometry, e z = cos p, ex = -exp (i{j) sin p, and e y = O. We allow the major axis of the wave plate to rotate in the z-x plate. Since the Euler angle (J describes a clockwise rotation about Y and 6. is also a clockwise rotation about y, we can set the Eulger angles equal to (0,6.,0). Using these Euler angles along with the E ~ for case III geometry, we can simplify Eq. (A5): This equations is identical to the one for the geometric factor in Table IV 
This may not seem so simple, but since the only part of the geometric factor which depends on the polarization is now outside of the summation, it will be very easy to calculate the expansion coefficients for the apparent moments [see Eq. (A31)].
The apparent moments a. General
As previously stated, when detecting the alignment with linearly polarized light propagating along a fixed direction, the line strengths do not vary independently with a. In addition, when detecting orientation with elliptically polarized light with the major axis of ellipticity fixed in space (constant a) and the light propagating along a fixed direction, the line strengths do not vary independently with /3. For example, as seen in Eq. (A 13), for case I geometry, the geometric factor's variation with a only depends upon q and is independent of k. In order to analyze data taken from one or two rotational branches with linearly polarized light, we need to reformulate Eq. (I) so that we are only using line strengths which are independent over the plane of space in which we are varying the light's polarization vector.
For each geometry there will be only five P~"1 which vary independently with a and seven P ~"1 which vary independently with /3; these will be denoted as the P f"1 (ind) the remaining line strengths are designated as P~~ (dep). For variation of a, the reason that there are only five independent line strengths can be seen in Eq. (A22). For case I geometry, the dependence of p~}q on a is only a function of q, and there are only five allowed values of q, q = 0, ± 2, ± 4. In addition, for any other fixed geometry there are only five p~}q (ind) for variation of a because rotating the coordinate frame does not change the dimensionality of the coordinate space. For either orientation or alignment experiments, the P ~'2 (dep) must be expressed as functions of these independent P~'2 (ind) in order to determine which A ~'2 we are measuring: P ~'2 (J;.Jf,/3,a)( dep) = L c(k,q,k',q')R(k,q,k',q',J;,J f ) k'.q' xp~kl (J;.J f ,/3,a) (ind) ,
where k' and q' are the ranks and components of the fivel seven independent line strengths. The specific k ' and q' of the independent line strengths depend upon the detection geometry.
c (k,q,k ',q',JoJ,) = c(k,q,k ',q') R(k,q,k',q'.Jj,J,) . Fororientation measurements, the c (k,q,k ',q',Jj,J,) are determined by numerically solving Eq. (A23).
For variation of {3, the choice of P ~~ (ind) is not unique except that all the moments with odd k must be included in the set of independent moments. For orientation measurements, the portion of P ~~ which depends on {3 cannot be separated from the dependence on ka and k d • Consequently, we cannot independently determine the two expansion coefficients in Eq. (A23) but only their product For variation of A with{3 = 0·, the five independent line strengths are orthogonal in the plane of the light's polarization vector if that plane is perpendicular to the x, y, or z axes of the laboratory frame. To evaluate the constants in Eq.
(A23 ), we multiply both sides of the equation by P ~~ ' 1 and integrate over the plane of space in which the polarization vector of the light rotates: I R (k,q,k 'q',JjJJ,)c(k,q,k ',q In Eq. (A24), 0 and t/> refer to the polar angles the electric field vector makes in the x-z and x-y planes. Specifically, we employ the same definition as that used when defining the spherical harmonics Y: (O,t/». Later we will explicitly give a relationship between A and these polar angles for our three special geometries. Note, the integration limits in Eq. (A24) may depend on the specific experimental geometry.
The expansion coefficients in Eqs. (A23) and (A24) have been broken into two parts: c( k,q,k ' ,q') is the projection of the part oftheP~~ (dep) which depends on A onto the part of p~k'1 (ind) which depends on A;R (k,q,k ',q',Jj.J,) is the ratio of the part of the P ~~ (dep) which is independent of A to the part of P ~k'1 (ind) which is independent of A. It is the portion of the fraction in Eq. (A24) which can be brought outside the integrals.
All of P~'2 except E~1 is independent of A and can be brought outside the integrals in Eq. (A24). In addition, part of the geometry factor is independent of A. Comparing Eqs. (AI9), (A21), and (A22), we see that for case III geometry, the geometry factor is most easily separated into two parts: the first part is independent of A, and the second part depends on fl.. To separate the general geometric factor into two parts, let (t/>',O ' ,X') be the Euler angles which rotate case III geometry into any given geometry: 15. Ifonewishes to avoid using the real rotation matrices, the complex E~k) can be rotated and then converted to the real E~1. The Y~'2 are the spherical harmonic function in the Hertel-Stoll notation and can be calculated using Eqs. (A6) and (A7) and a table of spherical harmonics, such as that given in Mathews. 22 Equation (A25) neatly splits the geometric factor into two parts. The first part consists ofthe square roots of numbers times the products of 3 -J symbols; it is independent of the system geometry. We name the second part G ( k,q,t/>',O ' ,X',A) ; it represents the portion of the geometric factor which depends on the direction of polarization of the light: (k;q,k ' ,q' ,Jj ,J,) , the ratio of the part of the P ~'2 (dep) which is independent of A to the part of P ~k ' 1 (ind) which is independent of A, we compare P ~~ IG with P ~k ' 1 IG: R(k k' , J. J ) = P~'2 ( J j .J,,{3 = O,A)IG (k,q,t/>',O',X',A) The result, c(k,q,k ',q') , is the projection of G(k,q) onto G(k ',q') over the plane of polarization: (k,q,t/>',O',X',fl.)G(k',q',t/>',O',X',A) 
